RFP #741-16Q
SVC Cardio & Strength Equipment
Addendum 001
Issued 12/21/ 2016

1.

Is the facility ready? If not, is there a completion date? Is a floor plan available?
The facility will be ready by the install date. Please see attached floor plan.

2. Is a 75’ semi permitted and able to access the delivery address? Is there a loading dock or a forklift?
Yes a semi would be able to access the address and there is a forklift available on a Tool-Cat. No
Loading Dock.
3. Is there space for the new equipment being moved in? If not, please explain. There will be
additional charges if other equipment needs to be moved.
There is space for the new equipment, and there is no equipment that will be moved.
4. Is the delivery on the ground level? If not, please specify.
No, the weight room is downstairs- not a basement- technically garden level.
5. If the delivery is not on the ground level, is there an elevator? Are there ANY stairs to go up or
down? If so, please specify size of elevator or number of stairs.
Yes there is an elevator- 3’ wide door, 5’10” wide inside of elevator, and height of 7’10’
The stair option next to the elevator is 10 stairs straight down in an open staircase.
6. How close can the trailer get to the entrance?
The trailer parked in the parking lot would be about 30 yards from the door. There is a cement
path that leads to the doors from the parking lot.
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7. What type of flooring is in the facility?
Rubber mat (gym flooring) puzzle piece 2X2 flooring.
8. How many doors and what is the width of the doors (be specific)? What is the approx. distance
from the entrance to the room that the equipment will be moved into?
Approximate distance from entrance to weight room is 50 yards. 4 doors, please see attached
floor plan for dimensions.
9. If machines must be moved through a hall, please provide hall dimensions.
Multiple Hallways- Please see attached floor plan.
10. If there is a hallway, is it straight or are there corners?
Multiple Hallways- Please see attached floor plan.
11. What day and what hours can delivery be accepted?
Monday-Friday 7am-5pm
12. If you ordered a treadmill or incline trainer, do you have a 115V 20 amp dedicated circuit?
Yes we do have 115v 20 amp dedicated circuits.
13. If you ordered a treadmill or incline trainer, will an 8½ foot cord be long enough?
Yes an 8 1/2-foot cord would be long enough.
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